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With global representation, fine artist, Paul Bennett 
specialises in original landscape and seascape paintings, 
abstract paintings and also contemporary portraiture 
paintings. The three styles are very different, but all strive to 
generate a sense of intimacy and isolation while leaving the 
subject open to interpretation. The seascape and landscapes 
paintings are created from memory, rather than referring to 
photography, resulting in more abstracted and expressive 
pieces rather than realistic representation. The portraiture 
has a different angle and the aim is to reinvent the mass 
produced and give it a more visceral interpretation. All the 
paintings for sale are original art created using oil paint.

Found in private and public collections worldwide, Paul’s main aim is to create work that is 
most definitely painted; an antidote to mass produced visuals, which are consumed, almost 
subconsciously, in our everyday. This is accomplished by using rich textures, multiple layers and 
markmaking. Paul wants his paintings to tease out more than the eye can see, to draw people in 
and invite them to experience – not just consume – an image.

Paul graduated from art school in 2001. He is originally from London, but now lives and works 
in the wild and inspiring Lake District, Cumbria. His paintings are represented by galleries that 
also sell the works of Picasso, Hirst, Rothko, Matisse, Newman and Warhol, as well as many other 
revered artists.
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The seascape and landscape paintings created are inspired 
by memory and experience and are developed using artistic 
Intuition. They are not tied into any specific region or time, 
they are an eclectic synthesis of place, weather and season. 
Paul chooses to capture and communicate the experience this 
way as it reflects life with its unceasing process of observing, 
experiencing, interpreting, storing – and ultimately – reflecting. 
The result he strives for is a unique and original visual experience 
that has captured not only the sense of somewhere/sometime, 
but also the more subtle notion of recollection.

Occasionally Paul refers to photography as a starting point and as a way to engage with the 
surface and begin the initial mark making process. After this point it is all an abstract interpretation 
of the memories he has and places he has experienced. This is all brought together with constant 
experimentation. The paintings are continuously evolving with the process directly influencing 
the next work.

Oil paint is the medium that plays a big part in capturing the essence of a faded memory and 
lends itself nicely to the way he paints. It works well when applied thickly yet can create great 
depth when worked into the surface sparingly, leaving previous layers partially exposed. The 
paint is applied in this way to give the artwork itself a narrative and history, where the process of 
its creation can be glimpsed at in places – not dissimilar to the way in which the memory deals 
with the hazy recollection of a place once visited.
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THE PAINTINGS



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

BEYOND THE VALLEY
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

THE DISTANT TIDES
90cm x 90cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

STORM SEA
120cm x 50cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  Framed

THE BROKEN C OAST
120cm x 50cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  Framed 



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

THE RESTLESS SEAS
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

DAWN GLOW
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

THE SWEEPING SHORE
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

THE SLEEPING SEAS
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

C OAST S C OLLIDE
90cm x 90cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

WINTER DAWNS
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

EMERGING LIGHT
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

WESTERN TIDES
100cm x 100cm  |  Oil on Deep Edged Canvas



BEYOND TOMORROW ’S DREAM

THE O CEANS ED GE
120cm x 50cm  |  Oil on Canvas  |  Framed 

Signed limited edition giclée prints: Contemporary, beautiful and vivid reproductions of your 
favourite Bennett painting at an affordable price. Produced on professional archival quality paper, 
the editions retain limited status as there are only ever twenty-fi ve in each collection. They are all 
signed and numbered for authentication. 

Orders yours now from the Padstow Gallery: 50cm x 50cm w/ 24cm border - £195.00

LIMITED EDITION PRINT S



PADSTOW GALLERY
11 Lanadwell Street
Padstow
PL28 8AN

www.padstowgallery.co.uk

info@padstowgallery.co.uk

T: 01841 533435

PADSTOW
GALLERY

Set in the heart of Padstow, the gallery boasts a spacious 57m² of retail space spread over two 
floors in a charming Grade II listed property. Padstow Gallery is a truly independent outlet which 
sources an exclusive range of affordable work by both up-and-coming and established British 
artists in a range of mediums directly from the makers and creators. 

Being based in Cornwall has certainly influenced the style of the gallery which has a strong focus 
around the concept of ‘edges’ and ‘boundaries’ - where land meets sky – a celebration of the 
flora and fauna of our countryside, and ruggedness of our natural coastline. Original paintings 
sit alongside a considered range of contemporary ceramics, sculpture, jewellery and handmade 
prints from National artists.

“Many of you will have met me before and will already know that I am passionate about stocking 
superior quality original works from professional artists. I love what I do, the people I meet, the 
artists that I represent, and I hope that that enthusiasm shows in every interaction” 

Liz Francis, Gallery Owner
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